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Abstract
The paper deals with the problem of identifying stochastic unobserved two- 
component models, as in seasonal adjustment or trend-cycle decompositions. 
Solutions based on the properties of the component estimation errors are con­
sidered, and analytical expressions for the variances and covariances of the dif­
ferent types of estimation errors (errors in the final, preliminary, and concurrent 
estimator and in the forecast) are obtained for any admissible decomposition. 
These expressions are relatively simple and straightforwardly derived from the 
A r im a  model for the observed series.
It is shown that, in all cases, the estimation error variance is minimized at a 
canonical decomposition (i.e., at a decomposition with one of the components 
noninvertible), and a procedure to determine that decomposition is presented. 
On occasion, however, the most precise final estimator is obtained at a canoni­
cal decomposition different from the one that yields the most precise concurrent 
estimator.
Three examples illustrate the results and the computational algorithms. The 
first and second examples are based on the so-called Structural Time Series 
Model and A r im a  Model Based approaches, respectively. The third example 
is a class of models often encountered in actual time series.
Key Words: Seasonal Adjustment; Unobserved Component Models; Signal Ex­
traction; A r im a  Models; Identification; Estimation Error
'Department of Economics, Badia Fiesolana, 1-50016 San Domenico di Fiesole (FI), I t a l y , 
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0 Introduction  and O verview
We consider the problem of decomposing an observed series into the sum of 
two uncorrelated components, each one the output of a linear stochastic pro­
cess, which can be parametrized as an Arima model. Thus the basic model 
(presented in Section 1) is that of an observed A rima model with unobserved 
Arima components. Examples are the trend-plus-cycle decomposition often 
used in business cycle analysis, the seasonally adjusted series plus seasonal com­
ponent decomposition of economic series and, in general, signal-plus-noise type 
of decompositions.
The analysis centers on Minimum Mean Squared Error (Mmse) estimators 
of the unobserved components. Broadly speaking, two main approaches have 
been developed. In one of them, the overall A rima model for the observed 
series is specified following the standard Box and Jenkins (1970) procedure, 
and the models for the components are derived from the overall model. This 
approach has been termed the “ARIMA-Model-Based” (Amb) approach; it has 
been mostly developed in the context of seasonal adjustment, and basic refer­
ences are Burman (1980) and Hillmer and Tiao (1982). The second approach 
directly specifies the models for the components; it has been termed “Structural 
Time Series Model” (Stsm) approach and basic references are Engle (1978) and 
Harvey (1989). This approach has been heavily used in applied econometrics 
work.
But whatever the approach, it is well known that the general unobserved 
components model presents an important identification problem, which stems 
from the fact that, for a given series, there is in general an amount of white-noise 
variation that can be arbitrarily allocated between the two components (see, for 
example, Bell and Hillmer, 1984; or Watson, 1987). This identification problem 
is discussed in Section 2. The two assumptions most often used to identify a 
unique decomposition are: (a) restricting the order of the moving average
polynomial in the component models, and (b) assigning all possible noise to 
one of the components, so as to make the other one noninvertible. In this last 
case, the decomposition is termed “canonical”, and the associated noise-free 
component, a canonical component. Assumption (a) is typically employed in 
the Stsm approach, while assumption (b) characterizes the A mb approach, 
where the seasonal component is made noninvertible.
Be that as it may, the fact remains that there is no universally accepted 




























































































erties of the different admissible decompositions have not been much explored. 
In this paper, we analyse some of these properties, mostly in connection with the 
components estimation error. Burridge and Wallis (1985) within the Stsm ap­
proach, and Hillmer (1985) within the Abm approach, have provided algorithms 
for computing the variance of the components estimation error. In this paper, 
an alternative approach, close to the one in Watson (1987), is followed, which 
permits us to obtain relatively simple analytical expressions for the variances 
of the components estimation error for different admissible decompositions.
It is argued that, when comparing two admissible decompositions that 
only differ in the allocation of white noise to the components, the one that 
yields the most precise estimators should be preferable. There are, however, 
several types of estimators, depending on the available information. For periods 
close to the end of the series, preliminary estimators have to be used, which will 
be revised as new observations become available, until the final or historical 
estimator is obtained. Since it seems reasonable that an agency producing 
seasonally adjusted data, for example, would like to provide historical series as 
precise as possible, we begin by considering (Sections 3 and 4) the historical 
estimator.
Several properties of the historical estimator and its associated error are 
derived. In particular, it is shown that the crosscovariance-generating function 
between the estimators of the two components is identical to the autocovariance­
generating function of each component estimation error. Thus the admissible 
decomposition that minimizes the components estimation error minimizes also 
the covariance between the two component estimators. Given that the compo­
nents are assumed orthogonal, this additional feature seems a rather desirable 
property of the chosen decomposition.
For a given overall Arima model, the different admissible decompositions 
can be expressed as a function of a parameter a  in the unit interval. The two 
extreme values, a  =  0 and a — 1, correspond to the two possible canonical 
decompositions, each one associated with noninvertibility of one of the com­
ponents. Section 4 expresses the variance of the final estimation error as a 
second-order polynomial in a, with the coefficients determined from the overall 
Arima model. The decomposition that yields the most precise component esti­
mators is derived and it is shown that it will always be a canonical one. Which 
of the two canonical decompositions happens to be depends on the stochastic 
properties of the series and an easy-to-implement algorithm to determine which 
component should be made canonical is provided. Heuristically, the rule can be 




























































































The results are next extended to preliminary estimators and forecasts of 
the components. Since, for an agency involved in short-term policy, minimizing 
the error in the measurement of the signal for the most recent period seems an 
important feature, we first consider (Section 6) the error in the concurrent 
estimator of the components. This error is the sum of the final estimation error 
and a “revision” error. The variance of the latter is seen to be, again, a second- 
order polynomial in the parameter a. Yet, now, the variance of the revision 
will always be maximized at a canonical decomposition. When the two errors 
are summed, however, it is shown that it will still be the case that a canonical 
decomposition always minimizes the concurrent estimation error.
Section 7 extends the results to any preliminary estimator of the compo­
nents. In all cases, the variance of the estimation error is a polynomial of degree 
2 in a, and it is seen how the coefficients are straightforward to derive simply 
from the overall A rima model. The variance is always minimized at a canonical 
decomposition. It will often be the case that the same canonical decomposition 
minimizes the variance of the different types of estimators and, broadly, that 
decomposition will be the one with the most stable component made nonin- 
vertible. There are, however, cases, when the components have similar degrees 
of stability, where the solutions “switch” and, for example, one of the canoni­
cal decompositions yields the most precise final estimator, while the other one 
yields the most precise concurrent estimator. Still, the switching of solutions 
is seen to happen when the estimation error variances for the two canonical 
decompositions axe relatively close, and hence the choice matters little.
Sections 5 and 8 present three examples. The first one is a “trend-plus- 
cycle” model similar to the ones used by economists in business-cycle analysis. 
The second example is a quarterly Arima model. The two examples are used to 
illustrate the identification problem, the derivation of the models for the canoni­
cal decompositions, the algorithm that provides the specification with minimum 
estimation error variance for the different types of estimators, and the compu­
tation of the coefficients of the polynomials that express those variances as a 
function of a. The two examples illustrate the Stsm and the A mb approaches. 
The third example consists of a class of models that are often found to approx­
imate reasonably well the stochastic properties of many series: the so-called 
Airline Model of Box and Jenkins (1970, chapter 9). This example extends the 





























































































1 T he M odel
We consider the problem of decomposing an observed series x t into two Unob­
served Components (UC), st and nt, as in
x t = st + nt ( 1.1)
The two components are the output of the linear stochastic processes
M B ) st = 9S(B) ast, (1-2.a)
4>n(B) nt =  0n(B) ant, (1.2.b)
where 4>.(B) denotes a finite polynomial in the lag operator B, having all roots 
on or outside the unit circle. Letting 6. (B ) represent the stationary transfor­
mation of the component, we shall also use the representation
M B )  =  M B )  6,(By, 4n(B) = <pn(B)6n (B), ( 1.3)
where ip.(B) contains the roots outside the unit circle and 6,(B) contains the 
unit roots. Finally, 9, (B ) denotes a finite polynomial in B  with the roots on 
or outside the unit circle. The model consists of equation (1.1)—(1.2) and some 
additional assumptions.
A ssum ption 1: The variables ast and anl are independent normally dis­
tributed white-noise innovations in the components. I
Since the component is unobservable, we shall refer to ast and ant as the 
“pseudo-innovations”. Assumption 1 implies, of course, that the two compo­
nents are uncorrelated. Important examples of the decomposition (1.1) are the 
“trend +  detrended series” decomposition often used in business cycle analysis, 
where the trend may be a random walk and the detrended series a low-order 
stationary process, and the “seasonal component +  seasonally adjusted series” 
decomposition, where the seasonal component is typically modeled as
U{B) st = 9S(B) asl, (1.4)
with U(B) the nonstationary “seasonal” polynomial U(B) = 1 + B + .. , + B T~1 
(t denotes the number of observations per year), and the seasonally adjusted 
series is given by a process of the type:




























































































with d =  1,2,3. Since, as the examples illustrate, each component is basically 
characterized by its autoregressive (AR) roots, AR roots associated with differ­
ent frequencies should be allocated to different components. Thus we specify 
the following assumption, which also avoids redundant roots in the polynomials 
of (1 .2.a) and (1 .2.b).
Assumption 2: The polynomials <j>s(B) and 4>n(B) share no root in com­
mon. The same holds true for the polynomials cj)s(B) and 9S(B), and for the 
polynomials <pn(B) and 9n(B). I
Equations (1.1) and (1.2), and Assumptions 1 and 2 imply that the observed 
series x t follows the general Arima process
<p(B) x t = 6(B) at. (1.6)
The AR polynomial 4>(B) is given by
<t>(B) =  M B )  M B ) ,  (1.7)
and hence it can also be factorized as <fi(B) 6(B), with ip(B) = <ps(B) ipn(B), 
and 6(B) = 6S(B) 6n(B), so that 6(B) denotes the stationarity-inducing trans­
formation for x t. The Moving Average (MA) part, 9(B) at, is determined by 
the identity:
9(B) at =  M B) 93(B) ast + M B) 9n(B) ant, (1 .8)
and the constraint that the roots of 9(B) lie on or outside the unit circle. We 
shall require however that 9(B) at be invertible; this is guaranteed with the 
following assumption.
Assumption 3: The polynomials 9S(B) and 9n(B) share no unit root in
common. I
Without loss of generality, and unless otherwise specified, throughout the paper 
it will be assumed that Va =  1, where Va is the variance of at in (1.6). It should 
be kept in mind, thus, that the variance of the pseudo-innovations, Vs and Vn, 




























































































2 Identification o f the M odel
Having observations on x t, model (1.6) can be identified from the data. For 
the rest of the discussion, we shall assume that the Arima model for x t is 
known. Given this overall model, there is obviously an infinite number of ways 
of decomposing x t as in (1.1)—(1.2) under Assumptions 1-3.
If the only identification restrictions that are considered are restrictions in 
the orders of the polynomials of (1 .2), then the necessary and sufficient condition 
for model identification is that the order of the AR polynomial for at least one 
of the components be larger than the order of the MA polynomial; see Hotta 
(1989). Thus, letting ps,pn,qs, and qn denote the orders of the polynomials 
<f)s(B), </>n(5), 6S(B), and 9n(B), respectively, under
A ssum ption 4a: ps > qs or pn > qn (or both), I
the model consisting of equations (1 .1) (1.2) and Assumptions 1 , 2, and 3, is 
identified.
Be that as it may, since the model for a trend component is not an ob­
jective reality that one attempts to capture, but rather a tool designed by the 
analyst, one may question whether zero-coefficient restrictions are the only con­
straints that should be imposed. To illustrate the point, we consider an example 
consisting of a simple UC model similar to the ones used in business cycle anal­
ysis (see, for example, Stock and Watson, 1988, 1991). The observed (annual) 
series is the sum of a trend component, st, and a detrended series, nt, where 
the trend is the random-walk process
V st = ast, (2.1.a)
and the detrended series is the stationary Arma(1, 1) model
(1 +  .7 B) nt =  (1 +  .25) ant. (2.1.b)
Direct inspection of (2.1.b) shows that the detrended series consists of a sta­
tionary cyclical behavior (with period 2) and some purely random noise. As­
sumptions 1-3 are assumed to hold, and the equations in (2.1) imply that the 
observed series xt can be seen as the output of the Arima (1, 1, 2) process:
(1 +  .75) 0(B) at. (2.2)
Setting, for our example, Vs =  5Fn, it is easily found that 6(B) =  (1 + 




























































































the two components, and Figures 2a and 2b exhibit the spectra of x t and of the 
two components, which we shall represent as <?T(w), g3(u>), and gn(u>), with u> 
being the frequency in radians. To simplify terminology, “spectrum” will also 
denote the pseudospectrum of nonstationary series (see Harvey, 1989). Figure 
2b shows that gs(ui) has a minimum for uj = n, which is found to be equal 
to gs(7r) =  1^/4. It follows that if a white-noise component ut, with variance 
Vu in the interval [0, Vs/A\, is removed from st and added to nt, the resulting 
components also provide a perfectly acceptable decomposition of x t. The only 
difference would be that the new st component would be smoother, while nt 
would now be noisier. This is clearly evidenced in Figures lc and Id, which 
display the component series when white noise with Vu = Vs/5 is transferred 
from st to nt.
In general, if white noise with variance 0 < Vu < Vs/A is removed from 
st and assigned to nt, it is straightforward to find that the new st and nt 
components follow processes of the type:
For a given model (2.2) for the observed series, different decompositions of the 
type (2.3) would provide admissible decompositions that would differ in the way 
the noise contained in the series is allocated to the two components.
Consider an analyst interested in whatever is in the series that cannot be 
attributed to the trend. He wishes, thus, to remove the trend and nothing but 
the trend. He will, consequently, avoid adding noise to the trend component, 
and would choose the decomposition for which Vu is equal to its maximum value 
Vs/4. By choosing this solution, the component st (and hence nt) becomes 
identified. (Identification of unobserved components by using the “minimum 
extraction” principle was first proposed by Box, Hillmer, and Tiao, 1978; and 
Pierce, 1978.) The spectra of the last two components are given in Figures 2c 
and 2d, where they are compared to the spectra of the components in Figure 
1. Since the requirement that it should not be possible to decompose st into 
a smoother component plus white noise implies that gs(tt) = 0, and since the 
time domain equivalent of this spectral zero is the presence of the factor (1+ B) 
in the MA part of the component model, st will follow the noninvertible model
V St — (1 +  6SB) ast 
(1 +  .7B) nt — (1 +6nB) ant
(2.3.a) 
(2.3.b)
V St — (1 +  B) ast,




























































































Alternatively, a similar type of reasoning may lead to the transfer of noise 
from nt to st. Assume, for example, that model (2.2) holds for a time series 
observed with a twice-a year frequency. Then model (2.3.b) represents a sea­
sonal component and, if interest centers on the seasonally adjusted series, one 
may wish to remove from the series as little as possible, and hence the chosen 
decomposition would consist of a noninvertible seasonal component nt , with 
gn{0) =  0, and an invertible seasonally adjusted series st. As a consequence, 
the seasonal component would follow the model
(1 +  .7B) nt =  (1 -  B) a„t,
and the model for St would be as in (2.3.a). Therefore, the minimum extraction 
requirement yields two canonical solutions, both of which can be easily justified; 
each one is characterized by noninvertibility of one of the two components.
Back to the general case of (1.2), assume, in general, that st is an invertible 
and identified component (i.e., ps > qs). Then, a white-noise component can 
be removed from st and assigned to nt . It is easily seen that the new model for 
st has ps = qs', thus we replace Assumption 4a with the more general one
A ssum ption 4b: ps > qs or pn > qn (or both). I
For a given A r im a  model for the observed variable, the class of admissible 
decompositions is given by the pair of components st and nt satisfying (1 .1),
(1.2), (1.7), (1.8), and Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4b. We require, of course, 
nonnegative spectra gs{ui) and <j„(u>). In the general case of an infinite number of 
admissible decompositions, identification of a unique model can then be reached 
with the following assumption:
A ssum ption 5: For ui € [0,7r], either ming3(w) =  0 or mingn(w) =  0 (or
both). I
Identification is, in this case, obtained by forcing a component to be nonin­
vertible. Following Box, Hillmer, and Tiao (1978), a noninvertible component 
will be denoted a “canonical” component, and the associated decomposition, a 
canonical decomposition. Since the spectra of the component cannot be nega­
tive, in the two-component case, there will be two canonical decompositions. 
One of them puts all additive white noise in the component nt , the other one, 
in the component st. Any admissible decomposition can be seen as something 
in between, whereby some noise is allocated to nt and some to st.
As shown in Hillmer and Tiao (1982), canonical components display some 




























































































the canonical one plus added noise, and hence the canonical requirement makes 
the component as smooth as possible. On the negative side, Maravall (1986) 
shows how canonical components can produce large revisions in the preliminary 
estimators of the component. Besides, the existence of two canonical solutions 
reflects some basic ambiguity concerning the desirable properties of a compo­
nent. It seems reasonable, for example, that, in order to avoid noise-induced 
overreaction, the monetary authority may be interested in a smooth (noise-free) 
seasonally adjusted series. On the other hand, it sounds also reasonable that 
the analyst wishes to keep in the series everything but seasonality, in which 
case the seasonal component would be noise-free. Therefore, both canonical 
solutions could, in principle, be rationalized.
Some additional suggestions have been made to overcome uncertainty over 
which admissible decomposition should be chosen. For example, given that dif­
ferent admissible decompositions imply different properties of the estimators, 
Watson (1987) and Findley (1985) propose to select the one that has maximum 
mean-square estimation error. Be that as it may, as a general rule, canoni­
cal components (i.e., Assumptions 4b and 5) are used in the Amb approach, 
while zero-coefficient restrictions (i.e., Assumption 4a) are used in the Stsm 
approach. This latter type of assumption is typically found in econometric ap­
plications of UC models. Besides its simplicity, the choice may possibly reflect 
the tradition in econometrics of identifying models (in particular, simultaneous 
equation models) by using zero-coefficient restrictions (see, for example, Theil, 
1971).
3 M M SE Estim ators and Their P roperties
3.1 Optimal Estimators of the Components
We have mentioned that the properties of the component estimator will de­
pend on the admissible decomposition selected. Our intention is to explore this 
dependence. In order to do that, we consider first the case of a complete real­
ization of the process, i.e., the case of a series x t with t going from —oo to oo. 
Let the series be stationary, and write (1.2) and (1.6) more compactly as




























































































where $(B)  =  0(B)/4>(B), M B )  = 0.(B)/4>.(B), and M B )  = 6n(i3)/ M B ) .  
The minimum Mean Squared Error (Mse) estimator of st is given by
st =  v(B, F ) xt =  V, M B )  M F)  
i>(B) r/>(F)
(3.2)
where F  is the forward operator F = B~l \ see Whittle (1963). The symmetric 
and centered filter v(B, F) is the so-called Wiener-Kolmogorov (WK) filter. 
Letting Aj(B ,F)  denote the AutoCovaxiance Generating Function (Acgf)
M B , F) = ipj(B) M f ) Vj, j  = x, s, n,
where we use the convention ipx(B) = ip(B), Vx =  Va =  1, expression (3.2) can 
be rewritten
st = [As(B ,F )/A x(B ,F ) \x t. (3.3)
In terms of the AR and MA polynomials, after simplification, the WK filter can 
be expressed as:
™ „  e.(B) e,(F) m b ) M F )
u{B' F) - v* — m m —
(3.4)
Expression (3.4) shows that, under Assumption 3 (invertible observed series), 
the filter will be convergent, independently of the roots of the AR polynomials. 
The filter (3.4) in fact extends to nonstationary series, with unit roots in 4>S(B) 
and/or 0„(B); see Bell (1984), and Maravall (1988). The WK filter (3.4) is 
simply the Acgf of the model
6(B) zt =  0,(B) M B )  bt, (3.5)
with bt white noise with variance Vs. Since 6(B) is invertible, the model is 
stationary and its Acgf will converge. The effect on the filter of different 
admissible decompositions will show up in the MA part of (3.5), through the 
polynomials 9S(B) and <pn(B) and the variance Vs.
Unless the model for the series is a pure AR model, the filter (3.4) will 
extend from —oo to oo. Its convergence however guarantees that, in practice, 
it can be approximated by a finite filter, and it is generally the case that, for 
the usual series length, the estimator of the component for the central periods 
of the series can be safely seen as generated by the WK filter (3.4). This 
estimator, obtained with the complete filter, is often denoted “historical” or 




























































































3.2 Covariance Between Estimators
It is a well-known result that minimum Mse estimators of orthogonal com­
ponents yield estimators with nonzero crosscovariances. This discrepancy has 
been the cause of concern (see, for example, Nerlove, 1964; Granger, 1978; and 
Garcia Ferrer and Del Hoyo, 1992), and hence one could argue that a desirable 
identification criterion would be to select, among the admissible decomposi­
tions, the one that minimizes the (lag-0) covariance between the estimators. 
This covariance is easily found from the following result.
Lemma 1: Let C(B,F)  denote the CrossCovariance Generating Function
(Ccgf) for the two estimators st and ht. Then C(B, F ) is equal to the Acgf 
of the model
0(B) zt =  0S(B) 0n(B) bt, (3.6)
where bt is white noise with variance (V, Vn). I
Proof: Combining (3.4), (1.6), and (1.7), it is possible to express the estimator
st in terms of the innovations at of the model for the observed series. After 
simplification, it is found that
<f>s(B) st = 0S(B) a,(F) at,






An equivalent expression is found for ht by simply interchanging the 
subindices s and n. Combining the two expressions and cancelling common 
factors, it is obtained that
C(B,F) = (V,Vn) 0S(B) 6n(B) 0,(F) On(F) 
0(B) 0(F)
(3.9)
which is the Acgf of model (3.6). I
Lemma 1 implies that C (B , F) is symmetric and convergent. Since model
(3.6) is stationary, all covariances will be finite. The variance of the model yields 
the lag-0 covariance between st and ht; this covariance, thus, will always be 
positive (and the variance of the estimator always underestimates the variance 
of the component). However, the fact that the covariances between St and ht 




























































































Lemma 2: When the series x t is nonstationary, the estimators st and ht are
uncorrelated. I
For nonstationary series (the case of applied interest) minimum M s e  estima­
tion of the components preserves, thus, the orthogonality assumption, and, for 
example, the statement in Garcia Ferrer and Del Hoyo (1992) that “whereas 
the theoretical components are uncorrelated, the estimators will be correlated 
in general” is only correct for stationary series. Further, it is easily found from
(3.7) and (3.8) and the equivalent expressions for nt, that, although the estima­
tors §i and ht are uncorrelated, certain linear combinations of them — namely, 
the stationary transformations 8S(B) st and 6n(B) ht — are correlated.
It is worth pointing out an interesting feature of the estimators of nonsta­
tionary trend and seasonal components. Although both are nonstationary series 
which, moreover, cannot be cointegrated (since the unit AR roots are different), 
they display stationary crosscovariances. Thus, the two estimators diverge in 
time, each one with a nonstationary variance, but their crosscovariances remain 
constant.
Back to the covariance between the component estimators, model (3.6) 
shows that different admissible decomposition would affect its MA part, through 
8S(B), 8n(B), V, and Vn. But before we look at which admissible decomposition 
minimizes the covariance between the estimators, let us turn our attention to 
another possibly desirable feature of the estimators.
3.3 The Error in the Component Estimator
The error in the UC estimator depends on the particular admissible decom­
position selected and, clearly, a small estimation error is a desirable property 
of an estimator. Since the data do not discriminate among admissible decom­
positions, the selection of a particular one reflects a choice of the analyst. In 
the absence of a compelling reason to select a particular decomposition, why 
not choose the one that provides the most precise estimator of the component? 
Since the error in st is equal to that in h(, minimizing both estimation errors 
seems an attractive feature of the selected model.
To see the dependence of the estimation error on the admissible decom­
position chosen, we use the following Lemma.
Lemma 3: Let e( denote the estimation error et = st — st — ht — nt. Then et 
can be seen as the output of the Arma model




























































































where dt is a white noise with variance (V, 14). I
Proof: The Lemma is a straightforward application of Theorem 3 in Pierce
(1979), for the case 6C(B) =  1 and Va =  1. I
From Lemmas 1 and 3, the following result is trivially obtained
Lemma 4: The Acgf of et is equal to the Ccgf betweem st and ht. I
Corollary 1: The admissible decomposition with minimum estimation error
of the components minimizes also the covariance between the two component 
estimators. I
We turn our attention to the identification of the admissible decomposition that 
exhibits those desirable properties.
4 E stim ation  Errors and A dm issible D ecom ­
positions; th e Canonical D ecom position  R e­
visited
As mentioned in Section 2, each admissible decomposition is characterized by a 
particular allocation of the noise to the two components. Let St and nt denote an 
admissible decomposition of x t\ then gx{u)) = gs(u) +gn(u). Let, for lu e  [0,7r], 
Vjf =  mings(w), and V™ =  min gn(u>). The total amount of “additive” noise in 
x t that can be distributed between the components is equal to Vu = V* +  V™. 
We shall express each admissible decomposition in terms of a parameter a  that 
reflects the particular noise allocation. Denote by s° and n° the decomposition 
with st canonical and nt with maximum noise, and let <7®(w), Aas(B, F),
and A°n(B , F) be the associated spectra and Acgfs of the components. These 
functions, as well as the models for the underlying components, can be derived 
from the Arima model for the observed series (as shall be illustrated in the 
next section). Since any admissible component sf is equal to plus an amount 
of noise with variance in the interval [0, 14], any admissible decomposition, s f  
and n“ , can be expressed as
9s(.u) =  9 ° (u )+ a V u (4.1.a)
SnM = ff2(w) - a V u (4.1.b)
with a  € [0,1]. The two canonical decompositions (one with st canonical, the 




























































































The time domain equivalent of (4.1) is given by the relationships
A“(B, F) = Aa3(B, F) + a V u (4.2.a)
Aan(B,F) = A°n( B , F ) - a Vu, (4.2.b)
and, for any a, AX(B,F)  =  A°(B,F)  + A“(B,F). Our aim is to derive an 
expression that relates the variance of the component estimation error, P(e“), 
to the parameter a. That variance, we recall, is also the covariance between 
the two component estimators.
Lemma 5: Let e“ =  s° — sf =  n“ — n“ , and denote by s® the estimator of
(the canonical st); that is s° =  u°(B,F) x l} where u°(B) is the corresponding 
WK filter. Then,
V{e?) = V(e°t ) + (1 -  2 u°0) Vu a - h 0 V? a 2, (4.3)
where e° is the error in s®, i/° is the central weight of the filter u°(B,F), and 
ha is the central weight of the filter h(B, F) =  [ip(B) xp(F)]~l . I
Proof: Prom Lemma 4, A c g f  (e“) = C c g f  (sf, n[‘). Since the latter can be
expressed as (A“(jB,F) A“(B ,F ))/A X(B,F),  considering (4.2),
A c g f  (e?) =  [A°S(B, F) + a  Vu] {A°n(B , F) -  a  Vu] [AX(B , F )]-1 =  A°S(B, F) 
A°n(B , F)/AX(B, F) +  [1 -  2A°S(B, F)/AX(B, F)} Vu a -  [1 /A X(B, F)]PU2 a 2.
Expression (4.3) is obtained by noticing that, from Lemma 3, A°(B, F) 
A°(B,F) /  AX(B,F)  =  A c g f  (e?), that A°S(B,F)  /  AX{B ,F ) =  f°(B ,F), and 
that AX(B, F) = tp(B) ip{F). I
Lemma 5 expresses the variance of the component estimation error as a 
second-order polynomial in a, with coefficients that can be obtained from the 
“observed” A r im a  model. Considering that V (e°) is the variance of model 
(3.10) for the case of a canonical st , i/° is the variance of model (3.5) for the 
case of a canonical st, and h0 is the variance of the inverse model of (1 .6), given 
by
0(B) zt =  4>(B) at , (4.4)
(see Cleveland, 1972), the three coefficients of (4.3) can be easily computed. 
The three can be seen as the variance of A r m a  models with the AR polynomial 
always equal to 9(B). Notice that i/g is the coefficient of x t in the filter that 
provides the historical estimator of s°t .
From Lemma 5 it is straightforward to find which admissible decomposi­




























































































Lemma 6: For a  G [0,1], P(ef) is minimized
(a) at a  =  0 when 2 i/fl + Vu ho < 1,
(b) at a  =  1 otherwise.
Proof: Since 0 < a < 1 denotes the range of admissible decompositions,
V(e“) is positive over that range. Given that h0 is also positive, (4.3) implies 
that V(e“) is a concave function of a. It follows that within a finite interval, 
the minimum of V(ef) will always be at one of the two boundaries. Since 
V(e\) -  V(e°) =  Vu (1 — 2r$) - Vu2 h0, under condition (a), V{e\) > V(e“) 
and a  =  0 will provide the minimum; trivially, a  =  1 provides the minimum 
otherwise. ■
When + VuhQ — 1, then V{e°t ) =  V(el), and both canonical solutions 
provide the same estimation Mse, and provide thus two minima for V (e"), 
within the admissible range for a.
As a function of a, V(ef) given by (4.3) is a parabola, positive over the 
interval [0,1], with a finite maximum for, say, a m. If am is contained in the 
interval [0,1], then either a  =  0 or a  =  1 may minimize V(ef); when a m > 1, 
the minimum will be for a = 0, and when am < 0, it will be for a — 1. Since 
am = (1 — 2i/g)/2h0 Vu, it can be easily checked that the three cases are possible.
Lemma 6 implies that the component estimators with minimum Mse and 
minimum crosscovariance are always found at one of the two canonical decom­
positions. In order to determine which one of the two provides that minimum, 
let the estimators corresponding to the two canonical decompositions be given
by
a) when a = 0 (canonical component is ,s():




b) when a  =  1 (canonical component is nt):
s} = VK B, F) xt,






























































































Lemma 7: Either u°0 + i/*0 > 1 or 0 + 1/* 0 > 1, or both sums equal 1. I
Proof: Since x t =  s f  + h“ =  [i/f (B, F) +  j/“(B, F)] x t, it follows that
+ < 0  =  1 ; 4 ,0  +  "n,0 =  L ( 4 '7 ) (4.7)
Assume i/®0 +  u^0 < 1. If i/° 0 +  v\ 0 < 1, then, adding the two inequalities, and 
considering (4.7), yields 2 < 2. Thus v® 0 +  0 > 1. Assume now i/Jn +  i/jo > 1,
then a symmetric argument shows that it has to be that 0 +  r4 0 < 1. Finally, 
from (4.7) it is immediately seen that, if ^“o +  =  1, then i/) 0 +  tA 0 =  1. I
Up to now, the two components st and n, have been treated symmetrically, 
so that, in a particular application, st, for example, could denote any of the two 
components considered. We break now this symmetry and denote by st the 
component with the largest central weight in the associated WK filter that 
provides the canonical component estimator. Thus, without loss of generality, 
we assume the following:
Assumption 6a: u°0 > r4 0. I
Now it becomes possible to identify which of the two canonical decompositions 
has minimum estimation error.
Lemma 8: Among all admissible decompositions, under Assumption 6a, the
estimator Mse is minimized for the decomposition with canonical nt . I
Proof: The series x t can always be decomposed as in
x t = s°t + n\ + ut, (4.8)
where s° and n\ are the two canonical components, and ut is white noise with 
variance Vu. The WK filters that provide the estimators of s“ and n\ are (4.5.a) 
and (4.6.b); the WK filter for ut is given by
Vu(B,F) = 14 <k b ) me{B)6(F)  ’
which is equal to the Acgf of the inverse model (4.4), scaled by Vu. It follows 
that Vu ho is the central coefficient of the WK filter for ut. Therefore,
v), o =  "“o +  Vuho (4.9)
is the central weight of the WK filter associated with the decomposition that 




























































































From Assumption 6a, i/J > uxn Q or, adding + Vuho to both sides of the 
inequality,
2< 0 +  Vuh0 > v^o +  «'i.o. (4-10)
where use has been made of (4.9). From the second equality in (4.7), 2u°0 + 
Vuho > 1, and hence we are in case (b) of Lemma 6. (When Assumption (6a), 
and hence (4.10), holds as an equality, then the two canonical decompositions 
provide two identical minima of V(ef).) ■
Lemma 8 provides a simple procedure to determine which canonical de­
composition provides minimum component estimation error (and minimum co- 
variance between the two component estimators). For each of the two compo­
nents compute the central weight of the WK filter that yields the estimator of 
the component in its canonical form. Then, set as canonical component the one 
with the smallest weight. Notice that, from the two canonical specifications, 
the central weights of the WK filters can be simply computed as the variance 
of the A rm A model (3.5). Three remarks seem worth adding:
(a) Since v measures the contribution of observation x t to the component 
estimator, the precision of the estimator is maximized by assigning all 
additive noise to the component for which that contribution is largest.
(b) In the important application to seasonal adjustment, if st denotes the 
seasonal component and nt the adjusted series, it is often the case that
o < Vn o and hence the most precise estimates of st and nt are obtained 
with a canonical seasonal component. In these cases, the “minimum ex­
traction” principle used in the A mb approach to seasonal adjustment 
provides also the most precise estimators, with minimum crosscovariance.
(c) While one of the two canonical decompositions always provides the most 
precise estimators, the other may or may not yield estimators with max­
imum Mse. When am < 0 or am > 1, then it maximizes K(e“), and 
coincides thus with the minimax solution of Watson (1987). For this solu­
tion, of course, the covariance between the estimators is also maximized.
It is worth noticing that the two opposite criteria (choosing the admis­
sible decomposition with maximum or with minimum estimation error 
variance) stem from a “philosophical” difference. While Watson believes 
that there is a “true” underlying (unknown) seasonal component model 
among the set of admissible ones, we believe that reality does not provide 
for a particular allocation of noise among the two components. This allo­




























































































as trend or seasonality, are to some degree tools designed by the analyst 
to address certain problems, it makes sense to choose the most precise 
tool among the admissible ones.
(d) Expression (4.3) corresponds to expression (3.9) in Watson (1987). The 
difference is due to the fact that Watson considers a fixed filter, while the 
filter, in our case, is the optimal one for every value of a. The fact that the 
filter depends on a  invalidates the derivation in Watson, and expression
(4.3) is obtained instead.
5 Exam ples (I)
a) First Example: Trend-plus-Cycle Model
We begin with the same example used to illustrate identification in Section 2. 
The model is that of equation (2.2) with 9(B) = (1 + .3647? -  .025Z?2), and ac­
cepts a “trend-plus-cycle” decomposition, where the admissible decompositions 
are given by components of the type (2.3). The identity (1.8) becomes:
(1 +  .3645-.025B 2) at =  (1 +  ,7B)(1 + 8SB) ast + (1 -  B )(l + 8nB) anl. (5.1)
Since (5.1) is an identity among three MA(2) processes, the associated system 
of covariance equations consists of 3 equations (one for the variance, and one for 
each of the lag-1 and lag-2 covariances). The unknowns are the 4 parameters 
8s, 8n, Vs, and 14, and hence (2.3) is not identified.
As seen before, an easy way to identify the component models is by adding 
the zero-coefficient restriction 6S = 0, which yields of course the decomposition 
(2.1), with Vs =  514 =  .621 (model (2.2) is standardized by setting Va = 1). 
From this initial decomposition, it is found that gs(uj) =  14/2(1 — cosw), so 
that for uj e  [0, 7r], min 17,(0;) =  gs(n) =  14/4 =  .155. Similarly, gn(u) = 
14(1.04+.4coso;)/(1.49+1.4cosw), and hence min gn(u>) =  r/n(0) =  .062. Since 
the amount of additive noise that can be exchanged between the components is 
the sum of these two minima, 14 =  .217.
Starting from the decomposition (2.1), if we substract from gs(u>) its min­
imum .155, the resulting spectra can be easily factorized to obtain the model 
for the canonical signal. This model is found to be




























































































Since the noise removed from st is added to nt, factorizing the spectrum (gn(ui) + 
.155) yields the model for the component n°, associated with the canonical s°; 
namely
(1 +  .75) n° =  (1 +  .4435) a°nt, V° =  .301. (5.2.b)
From models (2.2) and (5.2), expressions (3.10), (3.5), and (4.4) can be 
used to compute the variance of the estimation error, V(e°), the central weight 
of the WK filter for s°, i/°0, and the coefficient h0 of Lemma 5. In particular, 
V(e“), u°0, and ho are the variances of the processes
9(B) zt =  (1 +  5 ) (1 — .4435) bt, Vi =  V° V° =  .047,
6(B) *  = (1 +  5) (1 +  .75) 6,, 14 =  V° =  .155,
9(B) zt = (1 +  .75) (1 -  5) bt, Vb = Va = 1,
respectively, where 9(B) =  (1 + .3645 — .0255 2) in all cases. This yields 
V(e“) =  .101, i/°0 =  .441, h0 =  1.653, and, using (4.3), for any admissible 
decomposition
V(ef)  =  .101 +  .026a -  ,078 a 2.
For a  G [0,1], V(e“) is plotted in Figure 3. The estimation error variance 
is seen to be minimized for a  =  1 , that is, for the decomposition with canonical 
nt, in which case V(e\) =  .049. The maximum value of V(e?) is reached for 
am =  .164, an interior point of the interval [0,1]; therefore, the decomposition 
(5.2) is not, in this case, a minimax solution.
That the decomposition with minimum estimation error is the one with 
canonical nt can also be found more directly through Lemma 8: The decompo­
sition with canonical nt is found by removing miri gn(w) =  .062 from grl(uj), and 
adding it to gs(uj) in the initial decomposition (2.1). Factorizing the resulting 
spectra yields the models
V s ' =  (1 -  -084) a)(, K1 =  .739,
(1 +  .75) nj =  (1 -  5 ) a\t, =  .018.
Proceeding as before, 0 is the variance of the model
9(B) zt = ( 1 -  5 )2 bt, Vb = V;1 =  .018,
equal to .200. Thus, since =  -441 > i/^0 =  .200, Assumption 6a holds and 
Lemma 8 can be directly applied. For this example, the Mse of the historical 
estimators of the two components is minimized when the cycle is made canon­
ical. Notice that, if xt is a series observed every 6 months, the component nt 
represents a seasonal component. The most precise estimator of the seasonally 




























































































b) Second Example: Quarterly ARIMA Model
We consider the model
(1 -  5 4) xt = ( l -  .55) at, (5.3)
which is the same example used for illustration by Kohn and Ansley (1986). The 
AR part of (5.3) can be rewritten (1 — 5 4) =  V 5, where U = 1 + B  + B2 + 5 3, 
and hence the model can be decomposed into a seasonal component, st, and a 
seasonally adjusted series, nt, having models of the type
U st =  9,(B) ast 
V nt = 9n(B) am,
where, under Assumption 4b, 9S(B) and 9n(B) are, in general, of order 3 and 
1 , respectively.
The identity (1.8) is now given by
(1 -  .55) at = (1 -  5 ) 9S(B) ast + U 6n(B) a (5.4)
and there will be, in general, 5 covariance equations associated with this iden­
tity. Since there are 6 unknowns (9si,9s2,9s3,9n, Vs and Vn), the model is not 
identified. Proceeding as before, we start with an initial decomposition iden­
tified with the use of zero-coefficient restrictions. Restricting to 2 the order 
of 9S(B) and to 0 that of 9n(B), the system of covariance equations has now 
4 equations and 4 unknowns (9S,9S2,Vs,Vn). The system, however, is highly 
nonlinear and a more efficient way to proceed is the following.
Setting 9S(B) = (1 +9siB + 9s2B2) and 0„(5) = 1, the Fourier transform 
of the identity between the Acgf of the left- and right-hand-side of (5.4) yields
1.25 — cosu) = (go + g\ cosu + g2 cos2u) (2 — 2 cosu;) +  (4 +  6 cosw +
-I- 4cos2w +  2cos3w) Vn, (5.5)
where g„ = (1 +  923l + 922) Vs, gi = 9sl(l + 9s2) Vs, and g2 = 9s2 Vs. Using the 
identity 2 cos (jui) cosu =  cos (j — 1) u  +  cos (j + 1) u,  operating in (5.5), and 
equating coefficients in cos (j u ), j  =  0, 1, 2,3, the following linear system of 
equations is obtained
1.25 2<?o — 9i +
■ 1 = —2go + 2gi — g2 +  6K„
0 = —<?i + 2g2 + 4Vn




























































































with solution go — .656, g\ =  .125, 92 =  031, and V„ = .016. Therefore, the 
initial decomposition is given by
fl.M  =
.656 +  . 125 cos u  + .031 cos 2u)
4 +  6 cos u) +  4 cos 2u + 2 cos 3u>'
(5.6.a)
gn(u) =  -016/(2 — 2 cos w). (5.6.b)
From these spectra it is found that, for w G [0,1], min gs(ui) =  gs(0) =  .051, 
and min gn{u) =  gn(v) =  .004. Therefore, Vu =  gs(0) +  gn{n) =  .055.
To obtain the canonical decomposition for a = 0 (i.e., the decomposition 
with canonical seasonal), one simply needs to substract gs(0) from (5.6.a); the 
denominator of (5.6.a) remains unchanged, and the numerator becomes (.453 — 
.180 cos w — .172 cos 2uj — .102 cos 3w). Factorizing its spectrum, the model for 
the canonical st component is found to be given by
Us? =  (1 -  .501B -  .342B 2 -  .156B3) a°t, Vs° =  .325. (5.7.a)
Adding, in turn, gs(0) to (5.6.b) and factorizing the resulting spectrum yields 
the model for n°t :
V n°t = (1 -  .578B) a°nl, Vn° =  .088. (5.7.b)
(An easy to implement and computationally efficient algorithm to factorize a 
spectrum can be found in Maravall and Mathis, 1994.)
We can now compute V(e®), u?0, and ho of Lemma 5 as the variances of 
the models
(1 -  .55) zt =  (1 -  5015 -  ,34252 -  .15653) (1 -  .5785) bt,Vh = V° V° =  .029,
(1 -  .55) zt = (1 -  5015 -  ,34252 -  .15653) (1 -  5 ) bt, Vb = V° = .325,
(1 -  .55) zt =  (1 -  5 4) bt, Vb = Va = 1,
which yields V(e?) =  .042, u?0 =  .701, and ho — 2.5. Since 21/?0 + Vu h0 =
1.54 > 1, according to Lemma 6 the decomposition with minimum estimation 
error variance is that with a canonical rit component (a — 1). This is easily 
confirmed in Figure 3, which plots F(e“), from (4.3) equal to
V(e?) = .042 -  .022a -  ,008a2, (5.8)
in the interval a  e  [0,1]. The minimum is reached for V (e)) =  .013. Notice 
that, in this case, the maximum of V(e?) is reached at am < 0, and hence 
(s“, n?) represents the admissible decomposition with largest error variance in 




























































































The model for the canonical nt component is found by removing from 
(5.6.b) the constant min gn(ui) = gn(n) =  004 and factorizing the resulting 
spectrum; the model is found to be
V n t1 =  (l +  B ) a ^  =  .004.
According to (3.5), is equal to the variance of the model
(1 — .52?) zt = (1 + B) U bt, Vb = .004,
so that u}l0 =  .162. Since i/°0 > iA0, Assumption 6a is satisfied and Lemma 
8 confirms that the decomposition with nt canonical provides the most precise 
component estimators. Notice that, while in the first example, the most precise 
components are obtained with a canonical seasonal (or cyclical) component, in 
the second example they are obtained with a canonical trend. (It can be seen 
that the result holds when 9 =  .5 in (5.3) is replaced by any invertible value of 
9)
c) Third Example: The “Airline Model”
We consider a class of models appropriate for monthly or quarterly series that 
display trend and seasonality. The model is given by the multiplicative A r im a  
expression
V V r i t  =  (1 + 0\B) (1 + 9tB t ) at, (5.9)
where r  is the number of observations per year and, as before, Va = 1 (all vari­
ances in the discussion below are expressed, thus, in units of 14). Following the 
work of Box and Jenkins (1970), model (5.9) is often referred to as the “Airline 
Model” . On the one hand, it is a model often encountered in practice; on the 
other hand, it provides an excellent reference example, since the parameters 
9\ and 9T are directly related to the stability of the trend and of the seasonal 
component. In particular, a value of the parameter 9\ (9T) close to —1 indicates 
the presence of a stable trend (seasonal) component. For — 1 < 9\ < 1 and 
—1 < 9t < 9, where 9 is a small positive value (see Figure 4), the model accepts 
a decomposition of the type (4.8); see Hillmer and Tiao (1982). If the two 
components decomposition is considered, as in (1 .1), with st denoting the sea­
sonal component and nt the seasonally adjusted series, then, for an admissible 
decomposition, the components follow models of the type




























































































where (B) and 0°(B) are, in general, polynomials in B  of order r  -  1 and 
2, respectively. The two canonical decompositions are associated with a — 0 
and q =  1 , and are given by xt =  +  n°t =  s} +  nj, where s° is the canonical
seasonal component and n\ is the canonical seasonally adjusted series or trend.
We have seen earlier that the component estimators with minimum Mse 
are always obtained with one of the two canonical decompositions. Table 1 
presents the estimation error variance associated with the two canonical decom­
positions for r  =  12 and different values of 9\ and On (within the admissible 
region). The variance of the error is large for models whose spectra are domi­
nated by the stochastic trend (values of 9\ close to 1). Inversely, the estimation 
error variance is small when the model contains relatively stable components.
Table 1: A irline Model: Variance of Error in Final Estimator
T h e ta ( l) Model Spec. T h e ta ( l2 )  =  0 T h e ta (ÌJ )  =  - . t e " ' T h e ta ( lJ )  S T S ' Theta(12) =  -.73
.75
Canonical
S i .410 .504 .436 .259
Canonical
n t .407 .504 .439 .267
.50
Canonical
s t .308 .377 .327 .195
Canonical
n t .300 .376 .337 .220
.25
Canonical
St .226 .274 .239 .144
Canonical
n t .210 .271 .255 .190
0
Canonical
st .164 .197 .173 .106
Canonical
n t .138 .186 .191 .168
-.25
Canonical
st .121 .143 .129 .081
Canonical
n t .082 .119 .139 .146
-.50
Canonical
St .096 .113 .106 .070
Canonical
n t .042 .070 .095 .118
-.75
Canonical
st .077 .118 .116 .076
Canonicali
n t .019 .036 .054 .074
S t : seasonal com ponent
n t: nonseasonal component
It is further seen that, when the error variance is large, the difference be­
tween the two canonical decompositions is relatively small; in that case, which 
canonical decomposition (and more generally, which admissible decomposition) 
is chosen has little effect on the precision of the estimator. On the contrary, 




























































































becomes more pronounced. As an illustration, Figure 3 also contains the es­
timation error variance as a function of a  for the particular case 6\ =  —.34, 
#12 =  —.42, which represent, from the results in Cleveland and Tiao (1976), the 
Airline Model “closest” to the X I1 filters. For a = 0 (canonical seasonal), the 
estimation error variance equals .125 and, for a = 1 (canonical trend), it reaches 
a minimum of .116. These values are somewhat larger than those reported in 
Burridge and Wallis (1985), using a more complex and accurate approximation 
to X ll.
As seen in Table 1, for some values of 6\ and 612, a canonical seasonal 
yields the most precise estimators, while for other values of 9\ and #12, these are 
obtained using a canonical seasonally adjusted series. Figure 4 presents, in the 
admissible parameter space, and for the monthly and quarterly model, the line 
that separates the region where a — 0 minimizes the estimation error variance, 
from that where the minimum is obtained for a = 1. It is clearly seen that 
stable trends imply the use of a canonical seasonally adjusted series (i.e., of a 
canonical trend), while stable seasonals imply the use of a canonical seasonal. 
This was to be expected from Assumption 6a and Lemma 8, since more stable 
components will have smaller central weights in the corresponding WK filter.
6 A dm issible D ecom positions, Concurrent Es­
tim ation  and R evisions
Up to now we have considered estimation of the components for an infinite 
realization of the series. Since the WK filter converges in both directions, as 
mentioned in Section 3, it can be safely truncated and, for the usual series 
length, the estimator for the central periods can be seen as the one obtained with 
the complete filter (the historical or final estimator). It seems reasonable that, 
for example, a data- producing agency would like to produce historical series as 
precise as possible, and hence minimizing the error in the final estimator can 
often be the relevant criterion.
On the other hand, it would seem also reasonable, for someone involved 
in short-term monitoring or policy-making, to attempt to minimize the error 
in the component estimator for the most recent period, in order to avoid error- 
induced policy actions (this concern is certainly present in, for example, the 
case of monetary policy). Given that for the most recent observation the WK 
filter cannot be applied, a preliminary estimator has to be used instead. We 




























































































Assume that only a finite realization of the series is available. Denote this 
finite realization by X t  =  [x\,X2, . ■ ■,Xt \, and by x t/r  the forecast of x t when 
observations are available up to and including period T. Then, as shown by 
Cleveland and Tiao (1976), the optimal “preliminary” estimator of st is given
by
st/T = Et  st = u{B, F ) Xt)T, (6.1)
where v(B ,F ) is the WK filter given by (3.4), and x^T is the series extended 
with forecasts xr+j/r and backcasts x i_j/y, j  =  1 ,2 ,—  As new observations 
become available, the forecasts are updated or replaced by the new data and, as 
a consequence, the estimator of St will be revised until it becomes the historical 
estimator, once the filter has converged.
Among the preliminary estimators of the signal, the one of applied interest 
is the concurrent estimator of st, St/t , which can be written as
St/t  = K(B) xT- i + v0xt  + v,(F) Zy+1, (6.2)
where u,{z) is a convergent one-sided polynomial, and x?r+l denotes the se­
quence of forecasts [xr+i/r. xt+2/t , • • •]■ We shall assume that the series is 
long enough for the weights of v,(B) to have converged in the direction of the 
past. In the vast majority of practical applications this is not a restrictive as­
sumption, and it allows us to associate the finite-sample effect on the concurrent 
estimator with the unavailability of future observations. We can then write the 
error in the concurrent estimator, dy = st — St/t  as
dy — St  + rTi
where er =  s r —sr  is the error in the final estimator §t  (analysed in Section 3.3), 
and rr = §t — St/t  is the “revision error” in the concurrent estimator. Under 
Assumptions 1-3, the two errors, er and ry, are independent (see Pierce, 1980), 
and this will be true for any admissible decomposition. Different admissible 
decompositions (i.e., different values of the parameter a), however, will produce 
different series ey and ry. In Section 4 we looked at the dependence of ey on 
the parameter a; we now turn our attention to the dependence of the revision 
error ry on a.
Let r f  = s f  — denote the revision error in the concurrent estimator of 
Sj when the chosen decomposition is that given by a  in (4.1), and let //§, ho, 
and e“ be as in Lemma 5. Rewrite expression (3.7) as





























































































C (B ,f) =  Vi
0.(B) es(F) <t>n(F) (6.4)
M B ) 0(F) '
The concurrent estimator ,st|t can be obtained by taking conditional expectations 
at time t in (6.3). Thus
St|t — . ..  + £_i at_i + £o (6-5)
since Et al+j =  0 for j  > 1. Substracting (6.5) from (6.3), the revision in the 
concurrent estimator can be expressed as
OO
n  =  6  at+F (6-6)
j=i
which involves only the coefficients of F3, j  > 1, in (6.4) and hence is a con­
vergent polynomial that can be truncated after a finite number of terms. For a 
particular decomposition (and an overall Arima model), the ^-coefficients are 
easily computed (as shown in Section 8). Expression (6.6), properly truncated, 
can then be used to compute the Acgf of r t; in particular
M
V(n) ~  £  &  (6-7)
i= 1
where M  is the truncation point.
As shown in the Appendix, for the admissible decomposition xt = s f + n f , 
the dependence of the variance of the revision error in the concurrent estimators 
of the components on the parameter a  can be expressed as follows.
Lemma 9: The variance of the revision error in the concurrent estimator of
is given by
V(»f) =  V(r°) + 2(u°0 -  $ )  V .a +  (h0 -  1) Ku2 a 2, (6.8)
where the superscript 0 denotes the value of a parameter when a  =  0 (i.e., for 
Si canonical). I
From the Arima model for the observed series, we saw how the models 
for and n°, the components of the canonical decomposition for a = 0, can be 
derived. From these models, expression (6.4) provides the weights £°(j > 0), 
and (6.7) yields V(rf). Thus all the coefficients of a3(j =  0,1,2) in the r.h.s. of
(6.8) are determined from the overall A rima model. Notice that, writing the 
concurrent estimator as the one-sided filter




























































































and considering (1.6), it follows that £o =  i'o- Therefore, £§ is the coefficient of 
x t in the filter that provides the concurrent estimator of s°.
Prom Lemma 9, the following Lemma is easily obtained.
Lemma 10: For a  G [0,1], V (rf) is maximized:
(a) at q =  0 when 2 i/g +  (ho — 1) Vu < 2 $},
(b) at a  =  1 otherwise. ■
Proof: V (rf) is a polynomial in a  of order 2, with positive constant term.
Since ho is the variance of zt in (4.4), ho > Va =  1, and hence the coefficient
of q2 is always positive. Over the range a  € [0,1], V (rf) is a positive, convex,
function and will, as a consequence, display a maximum at one of the boundary 
values a  =  0 or a  =  1. By comparing V(rf) and V ( r '), conditions a) and b) 
of the Lemma are immediately obtained. I
Lemma 10 has the following implication.
Corollary 3: The variance of the revision error in the concurrent estimator
(of st and rit) is maximized at one of the two canonical decompositions. I
Corollary 3 generalizes the result in Maravall (1986), and shows an un­
pleasant feature of the canonical decompositions: they may imply relatively 
large revisions in the concurrent estimator of the signal. However, since V (rf) 
is a convex parabole, it follows that, as was the case for the error in the his­
torical estimator, while one of the two canonical decompositions maximizes the 
variance of the revision error, it may well be that the other canonical decompo­
sition minimizes that variance. This will happen when a m, the value of a  that 
minimizes (6.8), falls outside the interval [0,1]. The following corollary states 
the precise condition.
Corollary 4: When £§ falls outside the interval [i/°, v° + (ho — 1) 14], one of
the canonical decompositions minimizes the revision error variance, among all 
admissible decompositions. I
Be that as it may, the main concern is not the revision error per se, but 
the total error in the concurrent estimator of the signal. The dependence of 
the variance of this error on the particular admissible decomposition selected is 
shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 11: The variance of the error in the concurrent estimator of the
signal is given by the second-order polynomial in a




























































































Proof: Since V(df) =  P(e“) +  V (rf), using expressions (4.3) and (6.8),
expression (6.9) is obtained. I
Expression (6.9) contains the new parameter which can also be
derived from the overall Arima model by noticing that V{dQt ) =  P(e°) +  F(rf), 
where the two terms in the r.h.s. have already been derived.
Lemma 11 allows us to determine which admissible decomposition mini­
mizes the error in the concurrent estimator.
Lemma 12: For a  £ [0,1], V(d“) is minimized
(a) at q =  0 when 2$, +  Vu < 1
(b) at q =  1 otherwise. I
When 2£{j + 1 4  =  1, then the two canonical decompositions display the same 
minimum, and hence it is irrelevant which one is chosen. The following result 
is an obvious implication of Lemma 12.
Corollary 5: The variance of the error in the concurrent estimator of the
signal is always minimized at one of the two canonical decompositions. I
As a consequence, when the effect of the historical estimation error and of the 
revision error are aggregated, it still remains true that a canonical specification 
yields the most precise concurrent estimators of the components. Which one 
of the two canonical decompositions displays that property can be determined 
through Lemma 12. To get a better insight into the meaning of the conditions 
stated in the lemma, we proceed as in Section 4, replacing the WK filter v(B, F) 
by the £(B ,F) filter of expression (6.3), which expresses the estimator as a 
function of the innovations in the observed series. The relationship between the 
two filters is given by
a B ,F )  = u(B,F)rP(B), (6.10)
where ip(B) has been defined in (3.1). Similarly to expressions (4.5) and (4.6), 
we can write expression (6.3) for the two canonical decompositions as:
a) Case a = 0 (st is the canonical component),
s°t = e ,(B ,F )  at, 
n°t = C (B ,F )a t,




























































































s] =  Z l(B ,F )a t,
fit1 = e„ (B ,F )a t,
where the coefficient of B° in the four filters is £°0, £°0, ^ 0, respectively.
For a white-noise signal ut, with variance Vu, it is seen that £U(B ,F ) =  
Vu (f>(F)/9(F), so that C<o =  K,. Considering that, by construction,
§1 =  s° + ut =  [t;°(B, F) + U B ,  F)] at ,
it follows that £j(B, F) = £°(B, F)+£U(B, F). As a consequence, £]0 =  £°o+K, 
and Lemma 12 can be stated as
Lemma 13: For a  £ [0,1], is minimized
(a) at a = 0 when £s°0 + £j0 < 1,
(b) at a  =  1 otherwise. I
As was the case for the ^-weights in expression (4.7), the ^-weights satisfy 
o =  1 , j  = 0, 1 , so that, using the same argument as in the proof of 
Lemma 7, the following result is obtained.
Lemma 14: Either f°0 +  £io > 1 or > 1 , or both sums equal 1 . i
Proceeding as in Section 4, we can replace Assumption 6a with
Assumption 6b: In the two component decompositions, let st denote the
one such that > £rll0. I
Then, from Lemmas 13 and 14, the following lemma is obtained similarly to 
Lemma 8.
Lemma 15: Among all admissible decompositions, under Assumption 6b, the 
one with canonical nt minimizes the M s e  of the concurrent estimators of the 
two components. I
Assumption 6b and Lemma 15 provide an easy alternative way to determine 
the decomposition that provides the most precise estimator: For each of the 
two components, compute the weight for B° in the filter F). Then, se­
lect as the decomposition with canonical component the one with the smallest 
£o-weight. Alternatively, since as seen before £§ >s the coefficient of x t in the 
filter that provides the concurrent estimator of s°, the previous results can be




























































































stated as follows: to minimize the concurrent estimation error, choose as canon­
ical component the one with smaller first weight in the associated concurrent 
estimation filter. Since this weight reflects the effect of at on the estimator for 
period t, the criterion is, thus, to assign all additive noise to the component 
most affected by the concurrent innovation.
As was the case with historical estimation, while one of the two canonical 
decompositions always minimizes the variance of the error in the concurrent 
estimator, the other canonical decomposition may or may not maximize that 
variance. It will maximize the variance when a m, the value of a  that maximizes 
the function (6.9), falls outside the interval [0,1], From (6.9) it is easily seen 
that under Assumption 6b, a  will fall outside the unit interval when > .5; 
in that case st canonical provides the least precise estimator.
Although both the historical and concurrent estimators are most precise 
when a canonical specification is employed, the canonical specification may well 
not be the same in both cases. Thus, for example, there are models, as we shall 
see in the next section, for which the historical seasonally adjusted series is best 
estimated with a canonical seasonal component, while the concurrent seasonally 
adjusted series is best estimated with a canonical trend. The switching of 
solutions is due to the fact that Assumption 6a does not imply Assumption 6b, 
and viceversa. From Lemmas 6 and 12, the following corollary is immediately 
obtained.
Corollary 6 : Under Assumption 6a, when £°0 < (1 — Vu)/2, the historical
estimation error is minimized with a canonical nt and the concurrent estimation 
error is minimized with a canonical st. Otherwise, nt canonical minimizes both 
types of errors.
Under Assumption 6b, replacing with i/°0, and Vu with h0Vu in the above 
inequality, the same result holds. ■
7 E xtensions and Sum m ary
7.1 Preliminary Estimators
Up to now we have considered the final or historical estimator, and the con­
current one. From an applied point of view these are the estimators of most 
interest, but the previous results are easily generalized to the case of any other 




























































































between the concurrent and historical estimator. As before, we assume that the 
series is long enough for the WK filter to have converged in the direction of the 
past, so that the error in the preliminary estimator is the sum of the historical 
estimation error plus the revision error, implied by the fact that the filter has 
not converged in the direction of the future. In obvious notation,
d t\t+ k  =  S t ~  =  e t +  r t\t+ ki (7 - 1 )
where e“ and s“ are as in Lemma 5 and r[}(+fc =  s“ — sj|t+fc. Proceeding in a 
similar way as in the case of the revision in the concurrent estimator, and delet­
ing for notational convenience the superscript a, the revision in the preliminary 
estimator s£|(+fc can be expressed as
OO
r t\t+ k =  Y j  0  a t + j , 
j —k + l
and its variance can be computed as
oo k
V(n\t+k) ~  £  3  =  (7-2)
3=k+ 1 7=1
where V{rt) is given by (6.7). Denote by \{B) the polynomial
OO
A(B) = ip{B)~l =  Y .  AiB \  A0 =  1; (7.3)
t= 0
then, (6.10) can be rewritten A(B) £(£?, F) =  u{B, F), from which it is obtained 
(by equating the coefficients of B°) that
OO
"o =  (£o +  Ai £i +  A2 £2 + ■ • •) =  Y  6  A»- (7.4)
i=0
Further, since the inverse Acf of model (1.6) is \p{B)~l ip(F)~l , it follows that
OO
ho = Y * l
i=0
Now we can state the lemma that expresses the variance of the error in 
the preliminary estimator as a function of a  (i.e., of the selected admissible 
decomposition). The proof is in the Appendix.
Lemma 16: For k > 0, define (k =  Ef=o £,° A, and Sk =  £*L0 A2. Then




























































































where V ( ^ t+k) is the error in the estimator of the canonical component. I
The new parameter can be obtained as V(e°) +  V(r^t+k), where
the second term is obtained plugging in (7.2) the appropriate ^“-weights corre­
sponding to the decomposition with a  =  0. The coefficients of eF(j =  0,1,2) 
in the r.h.s. of (7.5) are thus fully determined from the overall Arima model. 
Similarly to the cases of Lemmas 5 and 11, the variance of the error is a concave 
parabole, positive in the interval a  £ [0, 1], so that, reasoning in a similar way, 
Lemma 17 is immediately obtained.
Lemma 17: The error in the preliminary estimator has minimum variance at
one of the two canonical decompositions. I
In order to determine, for a particular value of k, which of the two canonical 
specifications provides the most precise preliminary estimator, we can proceed 
as in the cases of Lemmas 5 and 11, and the following result is obtained.
Lemma 18: For a  € [0,1], V(d^t+k) is minimized:
(a) at a = 0 when 2£j? +  8k Vu > 1,
(b) at a  =  1 otherwise. I
Notice that, in expression (7.5), when k —+ oo, then (k —> i/g, 8k —> ho, so 
that V(d^t+k) —> V (e“); in this case the filter has converged and the estimation 
error is simply the historical one, with variance given by (4.3). On the other 
hand, when k =  0, then ( k = Co, hk = 1, and V(d^t+k) becomes the variance of 
the error in the concurrent estimator, given by (6.9).
It is straightforward to see that condition (a) can also be restated as 
CJb Ci L where £/! is obtained with the weights corresponding to the 
specification that assigns all noise to the component St ■ Again, one can proceed 
to identify which canonical solution provides the minimum estimation error 
variance by replacing Assumption 6a or 6b with a similar one which uses the 
coefficients and Cn,o instead of the u0-  and ^-coefficients, if Sl denotes the 
component with the largest Co-coefficient, then V(dt\t+k) is always minimized 
for the decomposition with a canonical nt component.
The parameter (k =  £i=o Ct° K  of Lemma 16 turns out to have a very 
simple and direct interpretation: Considering that the forecast Xr\t+k, for T  > 
t+ k, can be expressed as a one-sided filter, say, xt\t+k = tpk{B) x t+k, expression 
(6.1) can be rewritten as




























































































where vk(B, F ) is a filter truncated at F k. Expression (7.6) represents the 
preliminary estimation filter as applied to the observed series. Let uk denote 
the weight of B° in this filter, i.e., the weight applied to the observation x t.
Lemma 19: £]? =  i/q. I
P roof: Inserting (3.1) in (7.6),
st\t+k = vk(B,F)Tl>(B)at. (7.7)
Taking conditional expectations at time (t +  fc), expression (6.3) yields
stlt+k= e ( B ,F ) a t, (7.8)
where £*(!?, F) is the filter (,(B, F) truncated at F k, and use has been made of 
the property Et+k ar =  0 when T  > t + k. Comparing (7.7) and (7.8), it is seen 
that vk{B , F) ip(B) =  ( k(B, F), or, considering (7.3),
vk(B ,F )= S k(B ,F )\(B ) .  (7.9)
Equating the coefficients of B° at both sides of the identity (7.9),
=  £  6  A,. (7.10)
t= 0
For the canonical specification of st, (7.10) becomes i/k = £jj. I
From the discussion after Lemma 18, and from Lemma 19, the following 
corollary is obtained.
Corollary 7: Let (1.1) and (1.2) represent the admissible decompositions of a 
given A rima model under Assumptions 1-3. To select the decomposition with 
smallest Mse in the preliminary estimator of st and nt ,
a) compute the weight of x t (say, v0) in the two filters that provide the 
preliminary estimators of the components specified in their canonical form;
b) choose the canonical decomposition with canonical component the one
with the smallest u° weight. I
7.2 Forecasts
Since any admissible component can be expressed as the sum of the canonical 




























































































forecast of the component will be that of the canonical one plus the forecast of 
orthogonal white noise. Since the latter will always be zero, it follows that, al­
though different admissible decompositions will provide different historical and 
preliminary estimators, they will all provide the same forecasts. The standard 
errors of these forecasts, however, will differ: obviously, they will become larger 
as aV u increases. Trivially, thus, the decomposition that minimizes the stan­
dard error of the component forecast is that with a = 0, that is, when the 
component itself is canonical. Contrary to the case of estimation erros in cur­
rent or past signals, the forecasting errors of s f  and nf are not the same. The 
minimum variance forecast error of s“ is reached at the canonical decomposition 
with a  =  0, while that of n? at the canonical decomposition with a  =  1. This 
will hold independently of whether Assumptions 6a or 6b are made, and there is 
not an admissible decomposition that simultaneously minimizes the forecasting 
error variance of st and nt. Therefore, knowing which one of the two is the sig­
nal of interest, if minimizing the variance of its forecast error is the criterion for 
choosing an admissible decomposition, then the decomposition selected should 
have the signal of interest as a canonical component. Still, since all decom­
positions yield identical forecasts, with the different standard errors reflecting 
simply the allocation of noise between the components, the previous criterion 
seems of less interest than minimizing either the historical or the concurrent 
estimation error.
8 E xam ples (II)
a) First Example: Trend-plus—Cycle Model
We consider the same example of Section 5a, consisting of an 1(1) trend, st, and 
a stationary Arma(1, 1) cycle, rit. In order to obtain the variances of the errors 
in the preliminary estimators (expressions (6.8), (6.9), and (7.5)), we need the 
parameters V{e°t ), i/q, Vu, and ho, which were already computed in Section 5a, 
plus some of the coefficients of the filter A(5), given by (7.3), and of the filter 
£°(B,F), given by (6.4). For model (2.2),
m  =
(1 +  .7B) (1 -  B)
= 1 -  .6645 +  . . . ,1 + .3645 -  .0255 2
and, for s° (the estimator of the canonical seasonal component) the filter f®(5, F) 
becomes
y O /p fn - T R )  (1 + B) (1 + F) (1 + .75) _  t,o / n  n  /R n




























































































where V f was found to be .155. We wish to express the filter rj(B,F) as the 
sum of a filter in B  and a filter in F. In order to do that, we first express 
the numerator and denominator of t](B, F) as (1 +  B) (.7 +  1.7B  +  5 2) F2 and 
(1 — B) (—.025 +  .3641? +  B 2) F 2, respectively, and then obtain the partial 
fractions decomposition:
(l +  5 ) ( .7 + 1 .7 5  +  5 2) =  Cl+ c 25  +  c35 2
(1 -  B) (-.025 + .3645 + B2) 1 -  B + -.025 +  .3645 +  5 2' [ ’
The coefficients Co, Ci, c2, and c3 are easily determined by removing de­
nominators in (8.2), and then equating the coefficients of 5°, 5 , 5 2, and 5 3 
in the left- and right-hand-side of the resulting identity. This yields the linear 
system of equations
' -.025 1 0 O' ’ Cq ' .7 '
.364 -1  1 0 Cl 2.4
1 0 - 1 1 C2 2.7
0 0 0 - 1 . C3 . 1
with solution co =  5.078, C\ =  .827, c2 =  1.378, and C3 =  —1. The filter r)(B, F) 
can then be expressed as
V(B ,F )= r]-(B ) + rl+(F),
where t]~(B) = 5.078(1 — 5 ) -1, and rç+(F) =  (—1 +  1.378F + .827F 2) (1 +  
.364F — .025F2)-1. Multiplying by V,0 the coefficients of r]~(B) and rj+(F), it
is found that
£°. =  .788, j  < 0, & = .633,
Ù = .270, &  = -026, II J O O CO
C°4 = .002, Ù  =  - - o o i , c — o , j  > 5
Setting M  =  5, expression (6.7) yields V(r°) =  .074, and hence V(d^) = 
V(eat ) +  V(rf) =  .175. We also consider the 1-period revision of the concurrent 
estimator, so that k = 1 in Lemma 16. Then, 6)  =  1 + A2 =  1.441, =
Ao +  $  Ai =  .453 and, from (7.2), V(cf“|t+1) =  V{d%) -  ^  =  .103. Plugging 
these parameters in expressions (6.8), (6.9), and (7.5), it is obtained that
V (rf) = .074 -  ,083a +  ,031a2 
V(df) = .175 -  .057a -  .047a2 









































































































(0 =  1)
.070 .055 .049
The three variances are represented in Figure 5, together with the variance of 
the final estimation error, from Section 5a. For this example, consideration 
of different estimators does not produce any switching of solutions, and the 
specification with canonical nt(a =  1) always minimizes the estimation error 
variance. (It is straightforward to find that =  .150, and hence the conditions 
of Assumptions 6a and 6b are both met.) The variances of the concurrent, one- 
period revision, and final estimation errors are given in Table 2.
The use of a canonical nt component instead of a canonical st cuts in less 
than half the variance of the estimation error, a nonnegligible gain in preci­
sion. The variance of the component estimation error for any other admissible 
decomposition will lie in between the corresponding two previous values.
b) Second Example: Quarterly A rima Model
We proceed to analyze the error in the preliminary estimator of the signal for 
the Arima model of Section 5b. As we saw, the model given by (5.3) accepts a 
decomposition into seasonal component (st) and seasonally adjusted series (nt), 
where white noise with variance Vu = .055 can be exchanged between the two 
components. In order to compute the variances in expressions (6.8), (6.9), and 
(7.5), we need the coefficients A, of (7.3), the ^-weights of expression (7.4), and 
the variances V(r°), V (d°), and V(d^l+k), associated with the decomposition 
with canonical s(.




























































































hence need Aq and Ai in
£  A< B i =  (1 -  £ 4) (1 -  .5B)-1.
i= 0
Thus Ao =  1, Ai =  .5, and <5* in expression (7.5) becomes 6) =  1.25.
To obtain the ^-weights, we proceed as in the previous example (for a 
general algorithm, see Maravall, 1994). The polynomials 0(B), 4>n(B), 0S(B), 
4>S(B), and the variance Vs of expression (6.4), for the case of s°, are given in
(5.3) and (5.7). The polynomial
t r> m  (1-.501B -.342B 2-.156B 3) (1-.501F~.342F2-.1 5 6 F 3) (1 -F )
(1+ B + B 2+ B 3) (1 -.5F )
can be expressed as
2 L  * (Ft\ F  f l—501B—.342B2—.156B3) (- .156 -.342 fl- .501 fl2+ B 3) ( -1 + B ) 
F 4 0  ~  F 4 (1+ B + B 2+ B 3) (- .5 + B ) (8.3)
The polynomial r]*(B) can then be decomposed as in
_ Ci + c B+CmB2 I d 1 +dy B +d; B‘2+d« B3 i-d', B4
t-0 ;  — l+ f l+ B 2+ B 3 ■v - ,5 + B (8.4)
Removing denominators from (8.3) and (8.4), an identity between two polyno­
mials in B  (of order 7) is obtained. Equating the coefficients of B3, j  =  0 , . . . ,  7, 
in both sides of the identity yields a linear system of 8 equations in the eight 
unknowns Ci, C2, C3, d\, d-2,d:u(U, and d5. The second term in expression (8.4) 
can be rewritten as
Bi(d5+dAF+d3F2+d2F3+dIF4) ^
Combining (8.3) - (8.5), the filter is decomposed as
V(B, F) = F3 ( i+b^ b2+b3 ) +  ( d̂ F+dC + ^ d̂ ) . (8.6)
The two filters in parenthesis in the right-hand-side of (8.6) are easily obtained 
(see, for example, the appendix in Box, Hillmer, and Tiao, 1978). The first 
one is shifted 3 periods, and the sum of the two filters multiplied by V)° yields 
£(B ,F). For our purposes, only the weights in F3, j  > 0, are of interest, 
namely &  =  .824, &  =  -.135, &  =  -.099, &  =  -.065, &  =  -018, &  = 
•009, £]g =  .005, £"7 =  002, =  .001, ~  0 (i > 8). Using expression
(6.7), U(r°) =  .033, and hence V(dPt ) =  V(e?) +  V(rf) =  .075. Finally, the 
parameter Cl in expression (7.5) is given by £? =  £°0 Ao +  ^  ^1 =  -756 and, 









































































































(« =  D
.037 .028 .013
values in expressions (6.8), (6.9), and (7.5), for an admissible decomposition 
(sf +  n“), the variance of the revision in the concurrent estimator, and of the 
error in the concurrent estimator and its 1-period revision, are given by the 
functions
V ( r f ) =  .033 -  ,014a + .005a2 
V(d“) =  .075 -  .036a -  ,003a2 
V(d?[t+1) =  .060 - .028a-.004a2.
Figure 6 plots the 3 paraboles in the admissible range a  € [0,1], together 
with the variance of the final estimation error given by (5.8). It is seen how 
the canonical decomposition with nt canonical (a =  1) minimizes all estimation 
errors, while the decomposition with canonical seasonal component maximizes 
them. (Again, this result is valid for any invertible value of 9 in (5.3).) Table 
3 presents the variances of the errors in the concurrent, 1-period revision, and 
final estimators of the components.
As in the previous example, there is a large gain in the precision of the 
component estimators when moving from the canonical decomposition with a  =  
0 to the one with a  =  1. Since the two canonical decompositions represent the 
maximum and minimum values of the estimation error variance, they represent 
bounds for the estimation error variance associated with any other admissible 
decomposition. Finally, compared to the first example, the revision between 
the concurrent and final estimator now lasts longer: the first-period revision 




























































































c) Third Example: The Airline Model
We proceed to analyze the error in the preliminary estimator of the seasonally 
adjusted series and of the seasonal component for an admissible decomposition 
of model (5.9), discussed in Section 5c. Table 4 presents the variance of the 
error in the concurrent estimator for the two canonical decompositions (a =  0 
and q =  1). Comparing Tables 4 and 1, it is seen that, except for the stable 
trend-unstable seasonal case, the variance of the final estimation error accounts 
for (roughly) between 1/3 and 1/2 of the variance of the concurrent estimation 
error; the revision error is, thus, typically larger than the final estimation error. 
In the stable trend-unstable seasonal case {6 1 close to —1, 0\2 close to 0), 
the concurrent estimation error becomes small, and the revision accounts for 
a particularly large fraction. Therefore, the revision becomes relatively more 
important when the total estimation error is small.
Table 4: A irline Model: Variance of Error in Concurrent Estimator
T h e ta ( l) M odel Spec. 1 heta( 12) =  0 lhe ta (1 2 ) =  -.25 lh e ta (1 2 ) =  -.5 T heta( 12) =  -.73
.75
Canonical
S t 1.257 1.151 .905 .521
Canonical
n t 1.261 1.157 .913 .532
Canonical
.50 S t .956 .873 .685 .393
Canonical
n t .964 .888 .710 .433
Canonical
.25 S t .699 .641 .505 .292
Canonical
n t .710 .665 .551 .369
Canonical
0 S t .491 .458 .367 .215
Canonical
n t .498 .483 .426 .327
Canonical
-.25 S t .333 .323 .269 .164
Canonical
n t .326 .336 .324 .292
Canonical
-.50 S t .228 .239 .214 .139
Canonical
n t .193 .217 .234 .244
Canonical
-.75 S t .149 .205 .207 .143
Canonical
n t .097 .120 .141 .161
s t: seasonal com ponent 
r i t :  nonseasonal com ponent
Table 4 shows that when the trend and the seasonal components are unstable (91 
close to 1 , 6 12 close to 0), the variance in the concurrent estimation error is large, 




























































































variance larger than that of the 1-period-ahead forecast of the series. However, 
as was the case for the final estimation error, when the concurrent estimation 
error is large, the difference between the two canonical decompositions is small. 
On the other hand, when the concurrent estimation error is small, the choice 
of the appropriate canonical decomposition can cut in half the estimation error 
variance.
Using the same example of Section 5c, with =  —.34 and 6fi2 =  —-42, 
the parameters of expressions (4.3), (6.8), (6.9), and (7.5) corresponding to the 
decomposition with a canonical seasonal component, can be derived from the 
overall A rima model in a manner similar to that illustrated in the two previous 
examples. For an admissible decomposition, the variances of the errors can be 
expressed as
V (if)  = .138 -  .018a + ,057a2
V(d?) = .263 + .081a -  .051a2
v K it+12) = .153 + .065a-.094a2
II'aZ£ .125 + .099a -  ,108a2
and they are represented in Figure 7. This example illustrates a case of “switch­
ing solutions” : while the final estimation error is minimized with the decom­
position with canonical seasonally adjusted series (a =  1), the concurrent es­
timation error is minimized with the decomposition with a canonical seasonal 
component. Still, the difference between the errors associated with the two 
canonical decompositions is relatively small, in particular for the final estima­
tion error case. Table 5 presents the variance of the different estimation errors 
for the two canonical decompositions; as before, the values are larger than those 
reported by Burridge and Wallis (1985) for their more accurate approximation 
to X ll.
For different values of 0\ and 0T, Figure 4 also displays the line that sep­
arates the region of the admissible parameter space where a canonical seasonal 
minimizes the concurrent estimation error from that where the minimum is 
achieved with a canonical seasonally adjusted series (for the monthly and quar­
terly versions of (5.9)). As with the final estimation error, a stable seasonally 
adjusted series favors the use of a canonical seasonally adjusted series, and a 
stable seasonal component favors the use of a canonical seasonal. Compared to 
the case of the final estimation error, it is seen that, for the concurrent estima­
tion error, the region where a canonical seasonal component provides the most 









































































































(« =  D
.293 .124 .116
lines represents the models for which the canonical solution that minimizes the 
concurrent estimation error is different from the one that minimizes the final 
estimation error, i.e., the region of switching solutions.
9 Sum m ary
In the decomposition of a time series into two orthogonal unobserved compo­
nents, a basic underidentification problem is the following: Given the A rima 
model for the observed series, there is an infinite number of admissible decom­
positions that differ in the way the additive noise contained in the series is 
distributed between the two components. When all the noise is added to one 
of the components, and hence the other one is noise-free, the decomposition is 
termed canonical. There are, thus, two canonical decompositions. We have sug­
gested that a desirable property of the particular decomposition chosen among 
the set of admissible ones is to maximize the precision of the components es­
timators. We have seen that the minimum estimation error variance is always 
obtained at one of the canonical decompositions. Which one of the two displays 
that property depends, however, on the type of estimator considered. This de­
pendence is summarized in Table 6, which indicates which component should 
be noise-free (canonical) if the variance of the error in the historical estimator, 
in the concurrent estimator, and in the forecast of the component is to be min­
imized. The answer is provided under two convenient standardizations of the 
model (Assumptions 6a and 6b).
Although there are cases in which consideration of different estimators 




























































































T able 6 : C om ponent T h a t Should  b e  C anon ical in  Order to  M inim ize










nt nt iffy°0 > ^  




nt if t'so > l~h2 Vu 
st otherwise
Tit
a switch in the canonical specification from one component to the other. The 
choice would depend, then, on the purposes of the decomposition. One may 
expect that estimation criteria are likely to be more relevant than forecasting 
ones. In particular, minimizing uncertainty in the historical series (in which 
case the covariance between the estimators is also minimized) would appear to 
us the most important feature.
Be that as it may, leaving aside the trivial case of forecasting, for any 
type of estimator (concurrent, preliminary, or final), the following result holds: 
Specify each component in its canonical form and consider the Mmse estimation 
filter for the component at time t. Let vn denote the coefficient of xt in this 
filter. If the component with smallest v0 weight is made canonical, then the 
estimation error variance is minimized (for both components). Thus, if interest 
centers on having the most precise historical estimator, i/o denotes the central 
weight of the WK filter. If, alternatively, the most precise concurrent estimator 
is sought, v0 denotes the first weight of the one-sided filter. More generally, if 
interest centers on minimizing the error of the estimator of the component for 
time t, computed at time (t + k), then v0 is the weight of x t in the truncated 





























































































Proof of Lemma 7: From (3.3) and (4.2.a) it is immediately seen that
s? =  [i'°(B, F) +  h(B, F) Vu a } xt, (A.l)
where v°(B, F) is the WK filter for a  =  0, and h(B, F) is the inverse autocor­
relation of Lemma 5. From (A.l), removing from s f  its conditional expectation 
at time t , it is obtained that
OO
r “  =  s“  -  sf/t =  Y, K  +  hi v« a) e‘ 0')> (A -2)
i=i
where et(j) is the jth-period-ahead forecast error of x t, which can be written 
as
i—i
£t(j) =  al+j +  Y l  ^  at+j-i, (A-3)
i=i
where ipi is the coefficient of B l in ip(B) =  8(B)/<p(B). Inserting (A.3) in (A.2), 
i f  can be expressed as
rf =  £t + mt Vu a, (A.4)
where f t =  1(F) &t and mt — m(F) at, with fo =  mo =  0 and, for i > 1,
£i = u° + ipx v°+l + tp2 î i+2 + ■■■ (A.5.a)
rrii = hi+  ip i hi+i +  rp2 hi+2 + . . .  (A.5.b)
From (A.4),
V(rf )  = V(f,) +  2 Cov (ft, mt) Vua + V(m t) Fu2 a 2. (A.6)
Since ft =  r f  when a  =  0,
V(tt) = V(rt)- (A-7)
From (A.5.b), m, is seen to be the coefficient of Fl(i > 0) in the polynomial 
[,h(B ,F ) ip(B)\. This polynomial, from the definition of h(B ,F) in Lemma 5, 
is equal to l/ip(B). Noticing that mo =  0, we can write
l + m(B) = l/ip(B). (A.8)
Therefore,




























































































where “|o” denotes “evaluated at B = F =  0” . Operating in (A.9) yields
V{mt) = h0 -  1. (A. 10)
Expression (3.2) implies the identity v°(B, F) tp(B) — Ç°(B, F ), where £°(B) is 
as in (6.3). Therefore, v°(B ,F) = £°(B, F)(l/tp(B)) or, using (A.8),
v°(B) =  ( . . . +  £Li B  +  £o +  F  +  .. . )(1  +  m iB  +  7712B2 +  . . . ) .  
Equating the coefficients for B° yields
OO
^  =  £0 +  (A-11)
•=i
Expression (A.5.a) implies that 4  is the coefficient of F' in u°(B,F) ip(B), and 
hence (A. 11) can be rewritten as
Cov (£t,m t) =  — £01 (A.12)
since £  m, =  i t m, =  Cov (£t, mt). Expressions (A.6), (A.7), (A.10), 
and (A. 12) yield (6.8). I
Proof of Lemma 16: From (7.1), V{d\|(+A.) =  V(ef) + V(r{j1+fc). The vari­
ance of e“ has already been computed in Lemma 5. To obtain V(r^t+k) we 
proceed as follows. Substracting (6.1) from (3.2), it is obtained that
rt\t+k ~  — Vi (3'i+* x t+i\t+k), (A.13)
i=fc+l
where use has been made of the fact that xt+j|t+fc =  x l+t when i < k. The 
(i — fc)-period-ahead forecast error e(i — k) — x t+i — x t+,\t+k can be expressed 
as i—k—l
e ( i - k ) =  Y  ’•PjUt+i-j, (̂ 0 =  1), (A. 14)
3=0
and inserting (A.14) in (A.13),
OO
rt\t+k =  H  [(̂ l* +  vi+\ +  • ■ •) flt+»+
i=A :+l
+ q Vu(hi 4- xpi hi+i +  ...) at+i], (A.15)
where use has been made of (A.l). Proceeding as in Lemma 7, define
(i =  u° +  ipi i/°+i +  rl>2 v°+2 + . . . ,  (A. 16)
mi =  hi +  ipi hi+1 +  V>2 hi+2 + . . . ,  (A.17)
OO
= Y  Ziat+u (A.18)
i=k+\
OO





























































































T h en , w e can  w rite
V{r%l+k) =  V(£t) + 2a Vu Cov (£t , mt) +  a2 V2 V(m t). (A.20)
Setting a — 0, V{it) is seen to be the variance of the revision in the canonical 
specification of the component, that is
V(lt) = V ( r l+k). (A.21)
From (A.19), V(m t) =  E£*+ i mi> where, according to (A.17), rnt is the coef­
ficient of Fi in the polynomial h(B ,F) i>(B) — l/ip(B), and hence, to, =  Xit 
where A* was defined in (7.3). Given that ho =  E£o Af, it follows that
V(mt) = h0 -  6k, (A.22)
where 6k = £,*L0 X2. Finally, Cov = Y^Lk+\ =  ESk+i Ai£. From
(A.16) and (6.10), it is seen that li is the coefficient of Fi in Ç°(B, F), or Cov 
{£t,mt) =  EiS/t+i Ai £,°. Using (7.4), it follows that
Cov = i'l l-  Ç°, (A.23)
where (£ =  £*L0 Ai- Plugging (A.21), (A.22), and (A.23) in (A.20),
V(r%t+k) = V(r°|t+fc) +  2(i/q -  Ç°k) Vua + (h0 -  6k) V 2 a2.
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Fig. 1 : SERIES
Fig. la . F irst D ecom p.: T R E N D  Fig. lb .  F irst D ecom p.: C Y C L E




























































































Fig. 2 : SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION
Fig. 2a : S PE C T R U M  O F  SER IES
Fig. 2c : A D M IS SIB L E  T R E N D  SPE C TR A
F ig. 2 b  : F IR S T  D EC O M P O SIT IO N
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Fig. 5 : Variance of esL errors : TREND-CYCLE EXAMPLE *
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